Hi
My name is Glenn Mills the Founder of Delivering Better Lives or DBL as it is best known.
Some 15 years ago during my business travels I saw hunger, homelessness and despair and decided to do
something about it.
I made a life changing decision to retire from my executive life to enable me to work with some close colleagues
to create an organization that focused on Delivering Better Lives and that then became our name. We knew
that by Delivering Better Lives to those in need that we were at the same time Delivering Better Lives to
ourselves and others who we knew would work with us.
Our organization was built on the belief that all people were created equal and that all had inalienable rights.
These rights as we developed them were:
- a right to a roof over their head
- a right to food in their stomach
- a right to an education
- a right to basic healthcare
It was this belief that led us to create an organization that focused on infrastructure. Our world became one
of building, renovating or outfitting any form of infrastructure. Schools, Hospitals, Orphanages, Refuges,
Community Centers, Clinics, Libraries and many more. We knew that by working with local communities to
provide them with essential infrastructure that they would then be given an opportunity to developed and
grow.
To date we have Delivered Better Lives to over 5 Million people in 47 Countries an incredible result with no
paid team members but with a global team of extraordinary committed and passionate volunteers. Funds
donated to DBL end up where they belong - helping people in need - we do not pay salaries, rents, buy SUV's
or fly in the front of a plane.
Our work continues but like all organizations change is essential to enable growth. I am now stepping back into
a mentor’s role and the Leadership of DBL is passing to Daniel Grimes and the team of Directors. Daniel has
been with DBL throughout our journey and is a committed passionate worker focused on making the world a
better place. With Daniel and the Team DBL is on good hands as it continues its journey.
But as I said I am not going away but will be focused on fieldwork. I look forward to seeing you all around the
world in which we work and remember a dollar given to DBL is a dollar placed where most needed
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